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HEWORID
SPANISH ELECTIONS

n boosts the
Suare regime and
Basqm terrorists
By Diana JohnstoR&
LANTJ CONSERVA"2V:3 "CENtrism," Basque te~cnsm and
political apathy were the big
winners In Spairrs March 1
parliainuitry elenfeioS. Felipe
Gonzalez's SarasKs? Workers Party (PSOE), which had hoped tc cut
Prime
Minister Adolf's Siiaret's IJruo- of the
Democratic Centsu' (I
/ by eppeanng
even more centrist, was ihs loss:;, though
by only one seat.
Premising "firmness" la deaufig with
unemploymfitit snrj terrorism, bat scarcely any changes, Gonzaies lost fcs reassuring immobility contest to Ssersz, who
promised «c changes at all.
.Around this uioticnkss cents', C;ie only
movement was L)rcvldc:d by tl-"-, K-aitrifugal forcffs of rc^cngl autonomy. In the
Basque country, three national's?, parties
won an absolute raajonty, arid ;,ao£t startling of all, the one—Hsrri Batasuna—that
supports ETA nalito-y actions V/JEI. 20 perccni of the vote in the Basque- provinces
of Guipuzcoa and Biscay. T!u: llrse successful Hern Batasiiii:-: candidates will not
take the;* scats Ja the Mad', id Ca./igress,
wVuds f.hey snoni., now thsf fe^y have,
made tluar point, namely that HTA is not
practicing "individual terrorism" '.but enjoys broad popular support Lr. 3askadi
for its violent opf:vBaCKi».
Tin: Basque vats could, be existed to
encourage the rniMtsry bvs-'jf:v; cf ETA
and feed fears ; i! t'?': Spanish an~j.gd forces
that the Snarez aovernuient fs ".3t strong
enough tc keep Sya^ f-'om being "Balkanized."
Catalonia, which seeks only a rsasonable measure of regions', autonomy, voted heavily as befoi?; for Its own Catalan
Socialist and Communist parties, linked
to the national parties. But in underdeveloped AndahisJa ia$ to the sonic, a separatist socialist party invisible r.n Che last
elections suddenly emerged with five
scats, arid separatists also isapicvsd their
scores in the Canary Islands.

B

One-third abstain*
Spanish Socialists attributed their loss
to this flareup of regiortglism rather than
to their Communist r?va?s. But Saatiago
Carrillo's party was pleased with ris own
modest gains. By crossing tSie 1G percent
threshold, winning 23 seats, the CcBfimun•ist party (PCE} felt ;t had saved itself
from being squeezed ant of & bipartisan
UCD-PSOF, sV.ttip.
Hogging government.-controlled tele'vision throughout a sluggish campaign,
the s tiling UCD edged closer to as absolute majority of tin: 350 seats in tkc Congress, gaining one snore seat (wife about
34 j>erceot of the vote) tc bring ihdr total
to 167, Thus it could continue to rule
alone, picking up support from a few regional representatives, without being
forced into a sento-jof: coalifer with
the PSOE, which fel;. back free :;/X seats
to 12i, with 29 percent i?f the V3t.ss compared to 33.7 percent. :.T; 1977.
With its labo; 'L^Z rn the Workers
Commissions ?u,d pi osp^nts fc:: g, better
showing in the co-may v s :"h'3t pert- :.7::anco
municipal elec1i"t;? snhscfjlec for next
April 3, the PCE b.aa s,- :nec:::£r:t role
to play, despite ;:uf. pr^blonis c" emerging from 40 yeaia underground.
The PSOE tbu > f>Jkr »ci: only io take

The Socialist party
tried to win a
majority by moving
to the center, but
they lost votes.
over the center, but also to assert itself
as the party of the left to the extent that
the UCD asserted its hegemony over the
right. The far right, recently reorganized by Manuel Fraga, Alfonso Osorio
and Jose Maria de Areilza as the "Democratic Coalition," won only 5 percent
of the vote. The fascist National Union,
with 1 percent of the vote, just managed
to elect its leader, Bias Pinar, in Madrid.
But the biggest winners of all seemed
to be the worst enemies of the left: apathy
and depoliticization.
A third of the voters abstained, cornpared to 21 percent in 1977. "Disenchantment" was the word used repeatedly by
commentators throughout the campaign
to describe the public attitude toward
democratic politics, some three years after the Franco regime died of old age.
True, the March 1 elections seemed
largely superfluous. Suarez called them
after the new compromise constitution
was ratified last December, in order to
have a new parliament elected "under the
constitution." He managed to time the
elections to coincide with a wave of strikes,
putting the parliamentary left parties on
the defensive in an atmosphere dominated by the demand for "law and order."
Both the PSOE and the PCE accept the
constraints of a political freedom that has
distinct limits, so long as the fascist state's
repressive apparatus is still intact and
manned by officers who served Franco.
The PCE is particularly aware that the
armed forces and the banks, not to mention the U.S. and West Germany, will not
stand for Communists in the Spanish government. The PCE could not run as a
potential governing party, but rather as
a responsible pressure group, always ready
to offer to cooperate in working out
broad united approaches to key problems.
Carrillo's party could hope for nothing
better than being allowed to support a
PSOE-UCD coalition from the outside.
For a while, this enabled the PSOE to
take a more "leftist" stance by daring to
suggest that it might govern without the
UCD. But to make this suggestion credible, the PSOE itself moved farther to the
right, leaving opposition space on the left
to the PCE.
Stressing their moderation, Socialists
and Communists counted on the elections
mainly to help consolidate the democratic
practices of the new constitutional monarchy. The catch is that extreme moderation makes for dull elections and scarcely inspires enthusiasm for the ballot box
in a population unaccustomed to using it.
The democratic practices risk seeming
pointless.
Sinking into torpor.
Spain is suffering neither more nor less
than other European countries from worsening inflation and unemployment, but
here economic recession coincides with
the new regime and tends to discredit it.
The main contribution of the left parties
in dealing with the economic crisis was

Top: Political murah next to Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Middle: Posters in
Madrid. Bottom: Gonzalez poster in Madrid subway.
to hamstring labor for a year by the well as hard feelings toward French Communists who "consider France the center
"Moncloa Pact" with the government.
The parliamentary left has also avoid- of the world"), without the confidence
ed the crucial issue of replacing fascist gained by Italian "Eurocommunists"
officials with new administrators commit- from 30 years of experience in an open
ted to democratic processes. Only the far political system.
The Spanish left has only negative
left has openly stressed the need to purge
the state apparatus, while ETA carries models and very little practice to go by
on with its own direct approach to the in seeking a way to democratic socialism.
problem by assassinating one police offi- Its caution has been reinforced by the
cer after another.
failure of the French left to get elected
Terrorism was a main campaign issue. (blamed on the sectarian attitude of the
The PCE emphasized the need to move PCF) and the failure of the Portuguese
ahead with Basque autonomy in order to left to do anything properly when it had
isolate ETA terrorists, while the PSOE, the chance. Avoiding Portuguese sectarposing as a potential government party, ian agitation, the Spanish left seems tc
preferred to stress the need to preserve be sinking into torpor.
the unity of Spain. Both promised to fight
With the class struggle muted, peripherterrorism by reforming and "moderniz- al areas, which can blame their economic
ing" the police—teach policemen other troubles on Madrid's centralism, tend to
methods of detective work than torturing seek regional rather than political soluprisoners, advised Carrillo.
tions. This is one aspect of the cun cnt deBy keeping the armed forces nervous, politicization of Spain. Another is that
ETA terrorism keeps the left on the de- more interest is shown in exercising perfensive and stunts the growth of Spanish sonal than political freedoms. The Franco
democracy. But more than fear of a right- regime practiced both sexual and politiist coup may be behind the Spanish left's cal repression. Now leftist books are on
extreme caution. The uncertainty current- the stands, but it's the pornography magly afflicting the entire European left seems azines that are selling like hotcakes.
especially great in Spain, where the left
"Spain no longer exists," ex-communhas been marked not only by 40 years of ist writer Carlos Semprun Maura recentdictatorship and repression, but also by ly concluded. "We are no longer poor,
the various humiliations and disillusions nor proud... No, we have become a sort
of exile. Thus there can be found, in and of southern Switzerland." Still Spanish
around the PCE, an almost Chinese in- enough, no doubt, to appreciate the bittensity of anti-Moscow resentment (as terness of the insult.
•
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China wants world power,Viets say
that if U.S. bombings of North Vietnam
stopped, talks could start. I was made
acutely aware of China's displeasure at a
negotated settlement facilitating military
disengagement in Vietnam.
Later I heard of a very blunt expression
of this displeasure made by the Chinese
directly to the Vietnamese leadership, to
the effect that we were paying you to fight,
not to waste money on delegations in
Paris hotels."

It's not good for the goose.

Wilfred Burchett chats with Vietnamese on the site of cooperative project that was halted.

By Wilfred Burchett
P A R I S

H

OW COULD EVEN A "LIMITed" frontier war between
neighboring Communist
countries, each with long
revolutionary traditions,

come about?
The reasons for the Chinese invasion
of Vietnam are bound to-be difficult and
contentious questions for historians and
theoreticians for a long time to come—
along with the question of how the China
of Mao Tse-tung could, with such ease,
change its enemies and friends and, while
claiming to be the true leader of the world
revolution, ally itself with such counterrevolutionaries as Chile's Pinochet.
In the long shadow cast by events, I had
long discussions about these questions
with Vietnamese leaders, historians and
analysts during a month-long visit to Vietnam in December.
The discussions were interspersed with
visits to the frontier areas of Kampuchea
and China.
If the following conclusions of the Vietnamese experts are correct, some very unpleasant surprises will shake the world far
beyond the confines of Indochina by the
end of this century.

It will intrigue historians to discover
that China's plans for the future
resemble Kissinger's and Brzezinski's.

traditional parties, branded as "revisionist" and linked to Moscow.
Peking hosted an Asian-Pacific peace
movementas a rival to the Moscow-sponsored World Peace Council. Mao almost
succeeded in setting up an Asian trade union movement in opposition to the Moscow-favored World Federation of Trade
Unions.
Whatever else he did, Mao's challenge
to Moscow for leadership of the world
communist movement, plus the power
struggle that continued" in the Kremlin
until the elimination of Khrushchev in
October 1964, contributed to weakening
the Soviet Union's role in world affairs.
By the same token, this encouraged the
U.S. to assume its role of "world gendarme," above all in Indochina.
While it would be absurd to pretend
that the escalation of involvement in Vietnam by successive American presidents
was inspired by the "Thoughts of ChairThe decisive year.
man Mao," the extent of that involve1953 was a decisive year in "The Thoughts ment and its duration—the greater and
of Mao Tse-tung." There were two events longer the better—may have suited Mao's
of capital importance: Stalin died on long-range strategy.
March 5 and Mao discovered—in Korea
While there can be arguments about
—that China could defeat the U.S. in a motives, certain facts .are inescapable.
land war in Asia. Mao interpreted the Peking did block military aid from the
first event to mean that a power struggle Soviet Union to Vietnam in the early
and lack of decisive leadership in the stages, of American intervention. It reKremlin would weaken the Soviet Union fused facilities for air-lifted supplies tranfor years to come. The second indicated siting China and created obstacles to railthat, if the U.S. became bogged down in borne supplies.
land wars in Asia, it would also be weakChina gave generous military and fiened for years to come.
nancial aid as long as Vietnam kept fightIf China could spread the right type of ing, pinning down a very high proportion
fertilizer to promote both processes it of the land, air and naval forces of the
would buy time to develop an economic U.S.
and military potential commensurate with
Although there was apparently no fiits population. If the cards were played nancial accounting for China's aid, there
right, the Vietnamese believe, by the year were political bills that Mao expected to
2000 China could become not only a ma- be settled. One of these was revealed by
jor power, but Number One.
Vietnam's ambassador to France, Vo
Helped by the undiplomatic antics of Van Sung, at a press conference at his
Khrushchev and the clumsy way in which Paris embassy on Feb. 19, just two days
he destroyed the image of Stalin, and by after the invasion.
the disillusionment within the international communist movement following the Hanoi "ungrateful."
revelations of Stalin's terrorism, Mao set "As far back as September 1965," he
up a rival center for world communism. said, "China wanted us to join in a PeHe fostered the formation of "Marxist- king-Hanoi-Djakarta axis. We refused
Leninist" Communist parties looking to to be associated with a Communist-led
Peking for leadership in opposition, to coup .aimed at overthrowing the govern-

ment of President Sukarno. The attempted coup failed."
The bungled coup, only half-heartedly
supported by the pro-Chinese leadership
of the Indonesian Communist party, was
a costly failure. All the leaders of the ICP
were arrested and executed and, in the
bloodbath that ensued, it was estimated
that at least several hundred thousand
Communist and Communist sympathisers were massacred.
Hanoi's refusal to support the coup
was noted as a sign of "ingratitude" and
defiance of Peking's concept of "revolutionary internationalism."
Another cloud over Peking-Hanoi relations was Ho Chi Minh's refusal to endorse China's "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution," especially the recruitment of "Red Guards" among Vietnam's
large Chinese community. Like Sihanouk
in Cambodia, Ho Chi Minh regarded Peking's attempt to export the "Cultural
Revolution" as an affront to his country's sovereignty and an attempt to change
its political orientation.
Ho Chi Minh also rejected Chinese
pressures to align Vietnam entirely with
the Chinese position in the ideological
conflict with Moscow. He saw the "Cultural Revolution" as intended to mobilize
the 200 million-strong overseas Chinese
in Southeast Asia, reinforced by the Peking-sponsored Marxist-Leninist Communist parties in the area, for a longrange expansionist policy that had more
to do with Chinese nationalism than revolution.
The question arose whether China's
considerable material support for Vietnam's resistance to U.S. aggression was
disinterested assistance to Vietnamese independence, or part of China's own plans
to exploit contradictions between the
world's two super-powers. The question
was sharpened by Peking's flirtation with
the U.S.
Suspicions of Peking's motives were
aroused when the Chinese leadership violently opposed the first North Vietnamese moves, in early 1967, to seek a negotiated settlement to the Vietnam war.
In an interview with North Vietnam's
foriegn minister, Nguyen Duy Trinh, at
the end of January 1967, Nguyen told me
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In discussions with Chinese at the highest levels I could never get a satisfactory
explanation of why it had been correct
for the Chinese to negotiate an end to the
Korean War with the U.S. at Panmunjom, but incorrect for the Vietnamese to
try to negotiate an end to the Vietnam
War with the U.S. in Paris.
The difference could be that the Panmunjom agreement resulted in a divided
Korea with U.S forces pinned down for
an indefinite period in the South, while
the negotiations in Paris were aimed at
a unified Vietnam and a total withdrawal
of U.S. forces from Indochina. This
would run counter to Mao's strategy of
keeping the U.S. pinned down militarily
in many parts of the world.
Reinforcing this view of Peking's policy was its reaction to Hanoi's revelation
that they would launch their decisive
"end the war" offensive in the spring of
1975. According to information at the
highest level in Hanoi, Peking opposed
the offensive, advising that the war should
continue at a low level for "five, ten or
20 more years."
Mao gave the same advice directly to
Kampuchea's Pol Pot.
informed .of Hanoi's intentions, Pol
Pot went to Peking to request artillery
support to defeat the Lon Nol forces in
Phnom Penh and thus coordinate their
action with that of the Vietnamese. Mao
refused and told Pol Pot to stick to guerrilla war.
He would win out "even if it took another ten or 15 years," Mao reportedly
said.
A disgruntled Pol Pot went to Hanoi
seeking heavy artillery. He got it and
gun crews that played the decisive role in
the battle for Phnom Penh.
It is significant that, while in New York
in January, Sihanouk related that in his
last meeting with Chinese deputy prime
minister Deng Xiaoping, Deng told him
that the war in Cambodia "would continue many years, perhaps 20."

War for China's sake.
The obsession with other countries fighting wars for "20 years" is open to the
interpretation that China's present leadership favors "war for war's sake." But
it seems more logical to believe that
China favors wars and tensions "for
China's sake."
The frequent mention of "20 years" is
not by chance. It is the period that Chou
En-lai described as necessary for China
to catch up with the West in modern agricultural, industrial, scientific and military technology. China's achievement of
the "four modernizations" by the end of
the century would give it a population
double that of the U.S. and USSR combined, and with the role of the world's
superpower, with the hope of the U.S.
and the USSR being weakened by natural
antagonisms in the meantime.
"Chinese leadership pushes its antiSovietism very far," said one veteran Vietnamese analyst. "It sows mistrust and hostility and tries to push Western Europe
into a war with the Soviet Union. They
themselves will never fight the Soviet Union, but they will try to push others to do
it so that China comes out on top. That
is why they change their friends and enemies—but not their long-range aims. Yugoslavia's Tito, for instance, was their
worst enemy for a 'ong time and neighboring Albania was their best friend. Now

